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Over 2 million people across the United States are living with aphasia, the loss of language due to acquired
brain injury. Aphasia is an invisible disability that may come with negative consequences for communication,
community participation, and quality of life. Game-based rehabilitation is a promising solution to address
unmet long-term recovery and psychosocial needs for people with aphasia. In this paper, we describe a
participatory game design process that engages people with aphasia (PwA) in the creation of three hybrid
digital-analog games. We detail methods for facilitating collaboration across language barriers and divergent
professional expertise based on interviews and participant observations throughout our iterative design process.
We also contribute a set of design principles synthesized from aphasia rehabilitation research, interviews and
community data. We conclude with recommendations for pursuing community-empowered aphasia game
design for this underserved population based on reflection from our co-design experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Aphasia is a language disorder caused by stroke or other brain injury that hinders a person’s
ability to communicate. Living with aphasia can have a dramatic impact on all spheres of social
and professional life. People with Aphasia (PwA) may face difficulties in speaking, comprehension,
reading, and writing and they report lasting negative effects on their community participation.
Their struggle to take part in common and meaningful interaction through language can exacerbate
feelings of disempowerment, hopelessness, and a negative sense of self [58]. Across the United
States, over 2 million people live with chronic aphasia, which has been found to have the single
most severe negative impact on quality of life in a survey of 75 diseases and health conditions,
including cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, and ALS [33].

Though there is strong evidence that speech and language therapy can improve communication
well into the chronic phase of recovery [11], PwA often lack sufficient healthcare access for
meaningful treatment [37]. When PwA do receive language rehabilitation, it is typically limited in
scope (e.g., ≈8 hours of speech-language pathology services in the first 12 months after stroke),
with high attrition beyond the first year [49, 59]. Given these serious obstacles, there is growing
interest in devising new ways for PwA to receive community-driven and cost-effective therapy
[21].

Games designed for aphasia rehabilitation have exciting potential for fostering accessible long-
term language recovery. Prior work shows that games can be designed to incorporate therapeutic
rehabilitation principles, while being played and facilitated without direct clinician support [62].
Games can be flexible in format and made available in person or virtually, providing access to the
significant portion of PwA who live outside of major cities or with limited transportation options
[7, 66]. Compared to clinician-provided treatment, games and other self-managed treatment options
are also significantly lower in cost, with a single purchase enabling ongoing intervention for the
long term [20, 34]. Multi-player games can also provide shared social experiences, helping PwA
fight isolation through community and play [63]. In other words, games can offer therapeutic
experiences that match the needs of PwA: community-driven, cost-effective, and accessible [64].

In this paper, we describe a participatory design process for language recovery games with deep
community involvement from PwA.We detail methods for facilitating collaboration of three distinct
stakeholders: community partners with aphasia, speech language pathologists, and professional
game designers. Our co-design process was built around joint design activities that could operate
across communication barriers and divergent professional expertise.
In addition to our methods, this paper contributes design knowledge about language recovery

games. We contribute a set of design principles from speech-language pathology and aphasia
rehabilitation research.We then demonstrate how these principles were adapted to the game context.
To illuminate these principles and their adaptation, we share three sample games, developed for
hybrid digital-analog play over video-conference software, using the participatory design process
described below.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the following sections, we explore prior research in the areas of aphasia rehabilitation, game-
based therapy, aphasia and HCI, language games, and co-design with vulnerable populations to
help motivate our current contribution. We then integrate this prior research and develop it in our
co-design methodology (Section 3) and design principles (Section 4).
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2.1 Aphasia and Game-based Therapy
Recent research points to games as a promising pathway for aphasia therapy given their low price-
point and potential for engagement [24, 38, 51]. Games are also well-suited to work in group-based
settings, fostering a social environment that playfully supports eliciting language. Recent work by
[22] employs game-like immersion in a multi-user virtual island called EVA PARK as a backdrop
for therapy sessions. In EVA Park, PwA can explore a virtual map while interacting with speech
language pathologists and other patients in a fun, lighthearted environment. Researchers in [36]
found that treatment delivered in EVA Park was both feasible and well-received by patients, who
also showed demonstrable improvement in lexical gains for noun retrieval after therapy.

Romani et al. [51] showed a game-based intervention in a group setting can provide measurable
improvement in word production when played with sufficient frequency. Using established speech
language pathology methods like picture naming and repetition combined with cueing [35, 50], the
authors explored a gamified therapy exercise where groups competed to produce an acceptable
word from a corresponding picture. Along with the positive language gains from play, patients
were very receptive to game-based therapy and reported an overall satisfaction and engagement
higher than standard therapy.

In addition to language rehabilitation, games can provide a space for social bonding that is hard
to replicate in other settings. Living with aphasia often comes with profound social effects that
radically alter relationships. PwA report many fewer friendships after the onset of the condition
along with starkly reduced leisure outlets where they can interact with others in meaningful ways
[47]. Both Romani et al. [51] and Marshall et al.[36] reported strongly positive social benefits for
patients in the context of group-based play.

PwA can benefit from skill-building around resilience and self-acceptance in addition to therapy
for language recovery [21]. Along with the social benefits of group play, games can provide an
effective space to explore psychosocial and environmental barriers that may inhibit life participation
and general well-being. Games can offer a strong alibi to practice life skills such as self-acceptance
and resilience, where players can use the context of play to build confidence and practice how to
operate under pressure [44, 55, 60]. This power of alibi is another important way that games can
provide a productive environment for therapy.

These examples contribute to a body of evidence around the exciting potential for games to act
as effective interventions in the linguistic recovery and social isolation for PwA. Up to this point,
research has focused on gamifying standard therapy tasks or delivering therapy in playful settings,
but there are few games designed for independent play. Playing without a therapist is important,
given that many PwA struggle with access to appropriate care. This leaves a significant gap in
designing for the aphasia community.

2.2 Aphasia and HCI
Aphasia research in the HCI community has focused on two areas: tool development and usability
research. Recent HCI studies explore digital tools to help PwA participate in more fluent and
independent communication. These digital applications provide a range of support for navigating
different linguistic environments. Some recent examples include MakeWrite, an app that facilities
the constrained creation of digital texts through automated redaction [45], the CreaTable platform,
which uses physical interaction to support digital content creation [46], Camelendar, a touch-screen
based application that aids in storytelling [65], and a customized Augmentative and Alternative
Communication device, which employs image recognition technology to offer just in time word
cueing [48].
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In terms of usability research, HCI work has assessed basic trends and needs of PwA when using
existing technology. For example, [53] designed an aphasia-accessible questionnaire to evaluate
general technology use among a group of severe aphasia patients. The suitability of prevalent
usability testing for PwA and accessible extensions to popular methods and prevalent guidelines
have also been explored [25, 52]. As of now, HCI research is not largely focused on designing
for long-term aphasia recovery, such as interventions intended for rehabilitation and continued
progress in linguistic recovery.
Therapeutically-oriented speech pathology software is increasingly used for rehabilitation by

PwA as part of clinician-supported at-home therapy. These include aphasia and other speech
pathology treatment applications targeted towards clinicians and patients like Constant Therapy
[2], Lingraphica [3], Tactus Therapy [4], among others [1]. These services feature evidence-based
exercises and other therapy-focused activities supported through software, though these are not
primarily designed to be playful interventions. A review of mobile applications for speech language
therapy by Vaezipour et al. [61] found that the software solutions analyzed favored functionality
over factors like engagement, aesthetics and information design, which was "surprising given the
long-term engagement in speech-language therapy commonly required to gain real health benefits."
Vaezipour et al. offer a potential explanation in that "the low scores regarding how well apps

were able to achieve participant engagement might be the lack of human-centered theory-driven
approaches." They continue on to recommend that "the apps should be tailored to suit individuals’
treatment goals and demographics with a high level of attention to human factors to achieve
optimal outcomes."
In this work, we report on the co-design process of a novel recovery-targeted intervention for

aphasia through the lens of HCI. We explore the co-design of hybrid digital-analog games played
over video conferencing software as a scalable way to offer community-driven and cost-effective
therapy for people with aphasia.

2.3 Language Games
Existing aphasia rehabilitation techniques require PwA to produce or interpret language [11].
Many games already use language as a core element, spanning cultural, didactic and rehabilitative
goals. Commercial games like Dialect explore language as a carrier of culture and identity [28].
Applications like Crystallize implement novel methods for language learning in the context of a
virtual role playing game [14, 17]. Programs such as Galexia use games to support treatment for
language disorders like dyslexia [57].

At a mechanical level, language-focused games have particular aptitude to be useful in aphasia
rehabilitation contexts since they can be designed to incorporate targeted linguistic behaviors as
core game activities. For example, language elicitation games include rules that ask players to take
specific actions in speech production, while following prescribed constraints. Many folk games
such as bingo, trivia, or charades use language elicitation as a key component. For example, the
folk game "Twenty Questions" requires one player to ask a series of yes/no questions to identify a
mystery object. In other words, the rules of the game both require them to produce language and
constrain its form.

In the aphasia community, these folk games are often used in modified forms as group exercises.
However, the modifications are not standardized across groups and not readily accessible for play.
Though they might feature linguistic mechanics that mimic certain therapeutic speech tasks, these
games are not explicitly designed to incorporate the core activities of aphasia rehabilitation. They
also do not offer important components of treatment like opportunities for deliberate practice and
incremental difficulty. For games to act as community-driven therapy, it’s important to incorporate
these principles in design from the ground up. We believe there is a compelling opportunity to
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develop custom-designed games built on a therapeutically-sound foundation to help the aphasia
community as a part of long-term recovery and rehabilitation.

2.4 Co-Design with Vulnerable Populations
Participatory design (PD) methods invite target-users as full participants in the process of building
products and software intended for their use. This methodology acknowledges we must bring to
bear the lived experiences and diverse knowledge of relevant communities on the fundamental
decisions that shape solutions for their needs [43].
In recent years, there is an evolving understanding of the most effective PD practices when

designing for the context of disability. Bennett and Rosner [9] suggest a partner approach to
research, rather than relying on empathy alone. “Empathy becomes a mechanism through which
designers demonstrate their professional judgment by responding to their personal reactions and
subverting the experiences they intended to uplift.” In these cases, they argue it is better to establish
partners to support “continual acts of attunement, embodied adjustments and realignments of
relationships.”

Aphasia poses particular challenges for participatory design given the difficulties with language
production, comprehension and information retention. PD strategies and techniques must be
carefully defined to welcome productive collaboration with PwA and empower them as active design
partners. Previous research in this area focuses on PwA as design participants in the development of
assistive technologies. These studies often vary in the participatory design strategies employed to
support their intended product outcome. For example, Galliers et al. detail a co-design methodology
for a prototype computer therapy tool [23] featuring direct participation from aphasia community
members in workshops. Allen et al. employ speech language pathologists as representatives in the
design of a digital image communication application and then engage PwA directly in a usability
study and field evaluation [6]. In [29], researchers collaborate with PwA in the design of a context-
aware augmented and alternative communication system. Davies et al. use an enthnographically-
informed field study in direct partnership with a person with aphasia as a precursor to further
design activities to produce a personal device application for communication support [19].
Co-design methods for health games present unique challenges. Prior work [30] demonstrates

conceptual tensions between game designers and health researchers. For example, they have
different understandings of how gamemechanics relate to health domain knowledge. These tensions
can lead to failed games for health: health interventions that lack playfulness, or games that lack
health impact. Adding a third stakeholder group (PwA) adds further challenges, as many common
game design patterns are not accessible to PwA [10]. This tension motivates the need for effective
methods specific to game co-design. This work introduces the first example of PwA as design
participants in novel games for use in long-term recovery.

3 CO-DESIGN METHODS
We set out to co-design three games to serve as accessible community-driven language therapy
for the long-term recovery of aphasia patients. To do this, we leveraged the expertise of three
separate parties: aphasia community partners (PwA and family/caregivers of PwA), speech language
pathologists, and professional game designers. Aphasia community partners were included to
contribute deep knowledge from their personal lived experience with aphasia through regular
feedback and playtesting. Speech language pathologists were included to evaluate the therapeutic
foundation of game designs at every stage of development. Professional game designers were
included to provide playful frameworks and combine therapeutically-motivated activities into a
cohesive game structure. Together, we formed a single design team that collaborated to produce
novel games for the aphasia community.
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Devising a methodology for therapy-motivated game development involving these three distinct
parties was a new endeavor; we found no direct guidance from the participatory design or HCI
literature. Instead, we turned to available research on PD perspectives in the domain of application
development [6, 19, 23, 29, 45, 46, 48, 65]. Of these, we found Galliers et al. [23] offered a study
closest in relevance for PD methods involving PwA which could then be extended to the game
design context, by evaluating ways to “empower participants in design when they do not have the
language skills integral to many design methods.” They in turn refer to previous work by Moffat et
al. [42] , who offer general guidelines for working with special populations, such as people with
aphasia, in the development of technology. Moffat et al. [42] describe the primary challenges as:

• Recruiting participants
• Addressing difficulties in mobility and transportation access
• Communicating with participants
• Understanding data from a population with large individual differences

In what follows, we will discuss our approach to address each of these challenges through deliber-
ate choices in our co-design process, which modified and augmented the co-design methodology of
previous studies with PwA for the context of games designed for health. We have an IRB approved
through the university of one of our co-authors in support of this research.

3.1 Recruitment
Moffat et al. [42] suggest connecting with existing stroke and rehabilitation support groups as a
means to recruit participants. We followed this guidance from the outset of the project by partnering
with the founders of Aphasia Recovery Connection (ARC), a large (10,000+ group members on
Facebook) support group offering regular conversation groups, social outlets, and information to
PwA and their families. One of the co-founders joined our co-design team and was able to directly
recruit within her expansive network for aphasia community partners who were excited about
game development and available to participate for the duration of the project. This yielded three
co-design partners with moderate to mild aphasia who could act as direct contributors at each
stage of game design. Aphasia profiles for these three contributors included a range of good to
mildly impaired auditory and written comprehension, mild to moderately severe impairments in
verbal output, and generally mild impairments in written output. Neither the ARC co-founder nor
our partners with aphasia had previous game development experience, though all were regular
players of games.

3.2 Addressing Difficulties in Mobility and Transportation access
PwA are geographically distributed with no guarantee that they live near other aphasia patients.
Transportation access is often a concern for PwA, given the strong co-occurence of aphasia and
mobility issues from stroke [58]. We solved for both of these issues by doing all co-design and game
development remotely over video conferencing software. This allowed us to partner with aphasia
community members from around the country and completely sidestep issues of mobility and
transportation. Remote development also made our project resilient to the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic,
where in-person co-design would not have been possible.

The only requirement in place was sufficient technology access to a computer that could run
video software. Community support groups like ARC already offer a robust online presence on
a backbone of video conferencing, so all of our participants were well versed in the relevant
technology.
Doing recruitment and all co-design activities remotely over video conference also helped to

mimic one of the key conditions of play we were targeting in our final product: all games produced
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from our initiative should be remote-accessible. We will discuss this design principle along with
others in greater depth in a separate section, but ensuring that our design and playtesting process
was remote had the added benefit of playtesting in the exact environment intended for our final
games.

3.3 Designing Joint Design Activities Supportive of Communication Deficits
Effectively communicating with PwA is the most salient obstacle noted by both Moffat et al. [42]
and Galliers et al. [23]. “The challenges we faced arose primarily from the consultants’ difficulties
with the production and comprehension of language, both textual and verbal, and with the retention
of information,” they note. Given this, we knew it was necessary to be thoughtful and deliberate in
our communication strategies for effective co-design.

Existing methods for working with PwA include personas [18], proxies [32], workshops [23], and
interviews [5]. We eliminated the first two methods, as they ask others to speak for PwA instead
of having PwA speak for themselves in the design process. Personas represent common needs of
a population through a composite example; proxies ask caretakers or close companions to act as
representatives for PwA as a way to translate their needs. Rather than asking outsiders to represent
PwA, we asked our community partners with aphasia to advocate for the needs of specific people
with aphasia they know from their own aphasia groups.

Workshops and interviews both center the voices of participants. We therefore adapted them
to the game design context. Over the course of three months, we held a series of workshops
and interview sessions involving our group of co-designers: PwA, speech-language pathologists,
an aphasia nonprofit director, and professional game designers. Workshops were done remotely
over video conference and were used to do structured playtesting, design feedback, iteration and
knowledge-sharing. Each workshop followed a similar format: an overview of a game idea in
progress was presented followed by a simplified explanation of the rules. Game designers would
model an example turn of game play and then PwA would be invited to playtest. After playtesting,
aphasia community members would share their immediate thoughts and feedback on whether
the game was fun, what was simple and what was challenging. Together with feedback from our
speech-language pathologist, the designer would iterate and present a design revision at the next
workshop. This was done through three cycles of design idea, workshop presentation and revision,
until a playtested prototype was produced. Activities like brainstorming around a design question
and knowledge sharing were also included in workshops as needed. During the process, interview
sessions were used to supplement group activities with extended individual reflection. In Sections
5 and 6, we will present data and synthesized reflections from these game co-design workshops
and interviews.
We employed a range of adaptive techniques to facilitate communication in design workshops.

The affordances of video conferencing informed both our problem space (connecting geographically
dispersed PwA) and our co-design methodology. Multi-modal communication using both slowed
speech and writing was an especially effective support; one participant without aphasia would type
keywords from speech into a chat window to help cue participants with aphasia. This interactionwas
made much easier given the virtual environment for playtesting. In addition, visual communication
aids were regularly used to reinforce game proposals. For example, if a designer was exploring the
use of two themed card decks in a game, these were represented visually on-screen with example
content during the game explanation. Timing for meetings was carefully monitored in an effort to
not cause mental fatigue; most meetings were kept to one hour in length. Afterward, recordings
were shared with participants to allow them to review the content of a particular workshop.

PwA were full participatory members of our co-design team. In addition to regular playtesting
and feedback, our community members with aphasia gave direct creative contributions to game
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prototype design. This extended from the early stages of design pitches where PwA participated in
brainstorms alongside the rest of the co-design team and carried on throughout game iteration.
In general, when a question arose that hinged on aphasia community representation, PwA had
decisive authority, whereas game designers had authority over what constituted a scalable playful
system and a speech language pathologist had authority over questions regarding likely therapeutic
benefit. Different from a typical playtester, PwA also had decision-making power in team-wide
choices such as which design ideas were ultimately developed or which iteration of a game deserved
further development. Certain game materials were entirely motivated by PwA suggestions. For
example, the visual style of rule explanations we adopted for all prototypes. They also participated
in team-wide reflection exercises, as detailed in Section 5.

3.4 Understanding Data from a Population with Parge Individual Differences
Aphasia describes a clinical population of people whose language is impaired at some level due
to acquired brain injury. The aphasia community are these individuals (and their caregivers)
who have this core shared experience. Given the complexity of the language system, there are
manifold language conditions which can be classified under a broad label of aphasia. This means
the experiences of PwA are diverse and these differences need to be considered when collecting
data.

We address this issue in twoways: through recruitment and cross-training. Our three co-designers
with aphasia were each able to represent some of the variance of the condition given their individual
language-related challenges. All members of our design team either had significant prior experience
with the aphasia community (3 PwA, a speech language pathologist, and an aphasia non-profit
director) or were given dedicated training prior to active design. We asked our co-designer partners
with aphasia to think about the needs and speak on behalf of other PwA they know from their own
support groups. This is in-line with the suggestions of Moffat et al. [42] and Galliers et al. [23] to
“gain practical experience with the target population.”

3.5 Recruiting and Training Game Designers
We chose to include professional game designers who would make authentic, high-quality games.
Game designers are versed in iterative human-centered design methods so they were well-equipped
to contribute to our co-design effort. We recruited game designers who had strong design portfolios
and an interest in language-related play. Most of these designers did not have extensive knowledge
of aphasia prior to recruitment, so we had to train them.

Prior to starting active prototype development, game designers followed a month-long prepara-
tion program conducted part time in order to become more familiar with the aphasia community.
Designers were given a lecture from a speech-language pathologist along with supplementary
reading materials on aphasia. They were introduced to our core team including our co-design
partners with aphasia and given opportunities to ask questions. Designers then attended two
separate online conversation groups led through the ARC support group, typically involving more
than 20 participants with a wide range of aphasia levels. This allowed for exposure to a large range
of people who might benefit from the designs we would later make. As a final step in their training,
designers were asked to attend an aphasia game group where patients with aphasia play modified
existing games together like bingo or trivia. Designers then participated in workshops and other
design activities, as shown in Table 1.
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People with Aphasia Speech Language Pathologists Game Designers

Training
Phase Tasks

Training on giving feed-
back

Compile therapeutic principles Attend aphasia groups
Watch training videos
Deliver 3 game pitches

First Design
Sprint

Evaluate pitches on fun &
playability

Evaluate pitches on therapeu-
tic foundations

Incorporate all feedback to
produce a playable proto-
type

Second
Design Sprint

Play games w/ designers
Provide feedback

Observe playtest
Provide feedback

Incorporate all feedback
into final deliverable

Evaluation
Phase

Feedback on process
Final opinions on games
Help additional playtest-
ing.

Feedback on process
Therapeutic modifications.

Feedback on process
Produce external version

Table 1. Summary of major responsibilities from co-design partners at each stage of the project

4 CREATING GAME DESIGN PRINCIPLES
In order to make games that could provide scalable, community-driven and cost-effective therapy
for PwA, we needed to generate game design guidelines that addressed the needs of all parties. These
principles were used by game designers throughout the design process as common constraints to
hold across all games. At each stage of development, we also used these principles to align on goals
between co-designers, shape feedback, and evaluate the merits of a particular prototype.

4.1 Methods
To develop these guidelines, we surveyed existing aphasia research, cited throughout the sections
below, and drew from established best practices in aphasia rehabilitation, cited in Table 3. In addition
to an empirical review of aphasia rehabilitation literature, we collected two other forms of data:
remote interviews with PwA and informal feedback from ARC’s Facebook group discussion board
to inform community constraints.

We partnered with the ARC support network to recruit PwA for interviews to inform game design
principles. We conducted 8 individual interviews with PwA across a range of aphasia profiles from
mild to moderate. These interviews used a semi-structured script that focused on an individuals
day-to-day experiences as a person with aphasia, how they interacted with therapy, the social
connections that are important in their lives (community groups, close relationships or other forms
of support), and their previous game experience. Interviews were held over video software for
one-hour each.
Interviews were conducted and summarized by one group of researchers, which produced 8

distinct responses for each interview question. This data was analyzed for common themes by
a separate member of the research team. In the sections below, we will note where this data
contributed to a design principle.

In Table 2, you can find an example of an interview question and response summary from these
interviews. The full list of interview questions is listed in Appendix B.
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Example Interview Question Summarized Response from Interviewee with Aphasia

What is your experience
playing games with aphasia? • Retention is a bit slower. Example: enjoys playing

the game Rummikub w/ family and friends, found
an app but the app has a 60-second time limit per
move = not enough time to remember everything
she wants to do with her hand.

• Can no longer do two-handed activities (e.g. joy-
stick controllers). Card games could be difficult
(handedness) if you have to hold your hand and
do something with a card at the same time.

• Instructions/game preview – a video or some kind
of visual is helpful because “sometimes my brain
is not working properly, that second or minute of
that day. . . I don’t need it all the time, but a lot of
people probably do need it.”

• Wants to be challenged - for example, try to do
something with her right hand, and if she can’t
she can decide to use her left hand.

Table 2. Sample interview question and summarized response from one interviewee with aphasia

Before initiating our formal research and co-design process, we also requested community input
by posting questions on ARC’s private Facebook group discussion page regarding where group
members would be most likely to play games, the people they would most likely play with and
the types of games they most enjoyed playing. We received informal input from 13 additional
community members in this way. While these community members did not consent to share
their responses for research purposes (and therefore are not reported here), their responses were
integrated with feedback from our formal interviews in shaping initial impressions regarding
community constraints for play and access and their impact on game design constraints.

4.2 Game Design Principles
Synthesizing the research literature and the qualitative data we collected, this process resulted in
five key principles, as follows:

• Games should be built on an empirically-sound therapeutic foundation [11, 12, 26].
• They must be adaptive to different levels of difficulty [27].
• They should make space for performance feedback [40, 41].
• They should be playable for the long term [31, 39].
• They must accommodate common community constraints: remote play among small
groups, inclusive of PwA and players without aphasia [8, 54, 59].

In the sections below, we will detail each of these principles in and outline how they informed
our design approach.
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4.3 A Therapeutic Foundation
Supporting a therapeutic foundation in design first requires clarity on what it means for therapy to
be successful. For games to be rehabilitative for PwA, they must address objectives known to be
malleable in response to behavioral interventions. Standard evidence-based treatment approaches
typically address one of the three following treatment objectives:
(1) Improve and restore lost language ability. This objective can target specific difficulties in

reading, writing, understanding, speaking, numeracy, etc. for PwA [11].
(2) Improve compensatory communication skills. This objective emphasizes effective communi-

cation. Getting the point across is the goal, rather than increasing proficiency [26].
(3) Address linguistic, environmental, and psychosocial barriers to communication in order

to increase life participation. This objective recognizes that language deficits do not exist
in isolation. It includes skill building around resilience, confidence under pressure, and
self-acceptance [12].

In our work, we considered a game design to have a therapeutic foundation if it incorporates
one or more evidence-based behavioral rehab activities in order to meet one or more therapy
objectives. There is a long history of empirically-based speech language activities and exercises that
are regularly employed to treat aphasia. The majority of restorative techniques provide contexts
that allow people to practice accessing, retrieving, or combining key elements of language, resolving
processing interference when and where it occurs, and many adjust difficulty to ensure that PwA
work at the limits of processing capacity.

Game designers were given an array of widely-used, evidence-based therapeutic activities as gen-
esis for early game mechanics. Our team refined these activities into a set of design considerations.
For sample design considerations, see Table 3.

Rehab design considerations Examples

Modifying the level of difficulty
for a task by cueing.

Clues for meaning (“it is a type of bird”), clues for
sounds (“starts with a ‘p’ sound”, rhymes with “edi-
ble”), or providing parts of the target, or even the full
target for repetition.

Input (comprehension) vs.
Output (production).

Understanding and producing language are very dif-
ferent tasks and can be handled differently.

Language domain and
communication modality.

Moving between spoken, written, gesture, etc.

Working within (or taxing)
short-term and working

memory capacity.

Varying word and sentence length, seeing how many
game elements your players can pay attention to or
hold in their heads at the same time.

Shifting the difficulty of a
performance goal.

Moving from 2-word to 3-word phrases.. Similarly,
shifting input complexity examples. Length, amount
of content, amount of interference.
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Modifying pacing, processing
speed, and time pressure.

Limiting turn length, making choices in specific time
periods, timing when specific information becomes
available.

Training strategies and letting
PwA come up with their own

approaches.

“How else can you communicate this?”, “Can you spell
it instead?”

Table 3. Sample design considerations provided to game designers

While not an exhaustive list, the above components are critical factors often present in evidence-
based aphasia interventions. They were considered important places to start from by the speech-
language pathology clinical researchers contributing to the project, and were therefore considered
closely in our designs.

4.4 Adaptive to Different Levels of Difficulty
Themultidimensionality and variability of aphasiamake it a particularly challenging design problem.
Heterogeneity across the population and variability within individuals is a common feature of
aphasia [27]. This is true both for the moment to moment experiences of PwA and over the full
time scale of recovery, where someone with aphasia can experience starkly different challenges in
the immediate onset of the condition versus the steady-state of a chronic condition. While classic
syndromes describe a wide range of performance presentations, they still only adequately describe
a small subset of PwA, leaving many as outliers [27].
Given this heterogeneity, we posited that it was important for a game to feature adjustable

task difficulty as a core design goal. Adjustable task difficulty offers several key advantages for a
game’s addressable audience. Firstly, it welcomes participation of a greater portion of the aphasia
community as players by design. Secondly, it allows multiple PwA to interact together through a
game, even if their aphasia presents differently. This cultivates an environment for group-based
play and social bonding through fun, shared experiences, and matches the potential real-world
play context of aphasia community groups, where individuals with very different language profiles
come together to interact socially.
Finally and crucially, adjustable task difficulty allows someone to continue engaging with the

game as they make progress in their own recovery of language fluency. In order for games to
become an effective tool for long-term language therapy, it’s vital that players be able to play them
at a level appropriate to their present ability, even as that level improves over time. Adjustable
task difficulty allows an individual to continue to challenge themself as they play and change. This
desire for adaptive challenge through recovery was also cited multiple times from our interviews
with PwA.

4.5 Performance Feedback
We asked for each game design to make space for performance feedback during play. Feedback is
a standard component of aphasia rehabilitation employed to improve learning, retention, and to
promote behavioral change [41]. In a therapeutic environment, performance feedback helps PwA
learn from failure. During game play, if players have clear ways to know when an activity being
practiced is correct or not, the overall efficacy will be improved. Without performance feedback, it
is also possible to practice and develop unfavorable habits or demonstrate “error learning” [40].
Games were encouraged, but not required to feature performance feedback as a core behavior

loop by design. This principle was given as a broadmandate that avoided particular implementations
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as a game mechanic, such as a win / loss condition or team-based competition. However, we did
ask our designers to take advantage of the social context of games in designing for performance
feedback. Games were asked to foster a supportive environment where players would be primed to
be compassionate and welcoming to different ability levels.

4.6 Long-term Engagement
In speech language therapy, frequent and deliberate practice is essential for treatment to be effective
and enduring [31]. As another way to support a therapeutic context for play, we knew that repeated
practice with clear intent must be both possible and encouraged during game sessions. Facilitating
repeated play over an extended time period would be important for a game to contribute to
long-term therapy.
We asked our designers to consider two ways of supporting long-term engagement with our

games. The first was fun. By making games fun, we are encouraging PwA to electively engage with
them, a necessary driver for community-administered therapy. Fun games will be played more; fun
therapeutic games can promote positive training as they are played more. Fun also makes practice
more motivating, which is likely a key factor in aphasia recovery [39].
The second issue we asked our designers to consider was replayability. Designing games to be

replayable allows for consistent engagement. A game system’s core loop, the primary mechanics
that most players will experience, can drive repeat engagement. Not all games lend themselves
to repeat play; for example, a puzzle game is not readily replayable after it has been solved. By
designing for repeat play, games can be useful well into the chronic phase of recovery.

4.7 Community Accessibility Constraints
Games need to target the right access and environmental constraints in order to be played. These
constraints must accommodate the pragmatics of common scenarios for game participation among
PwA. If we design games that excel in all other regards, but fail to match the basic access require-
ments of players with aphasia, then we have failed.
We identified three common constraints based on prior research along with our own data

collected from PwA as detailed in the Methods section above.
The first constraint was remote access. PwA are geographically spread around the country and

world and may only have virtual access to the wider aphasia community [54]. For this reason, all
games were designed to be playable over video conferencing software in addition to a physical
version for in-person play. Remote access games also lend themselves to be facilitated in community
support groups, which are a backbone of support for PwA in the chronic stage of recovery [8].
Participants in these community support groups would typically already have video conferencing
software, so this was not an additional factor for access.
The second driver was cost. Long-term treatment is often out-of-reach due to the high cost of

therapy [59]. In order for games to be at a low price point and broadly available to anyone who
could derive benefit, we delineated material constraints that would keep manufacturing costs down.
Games were required to be playable using a deck of <100 tarot sized (2.75" x 4.75") cards. They
may also include dice, pencils, or other mundane items commonly found around the house, but no
rare or custom components. Our stated preference was for only one player to be required to own
components to further support low-cost online play.

The third driver was social access. We needed to determine how many co-players PwA typically
had access to, and who they might be. This directly informed design requirements around player
count and target audience. To determine these requirements, we included questions in our interviews
with PwA that inquire about common social groups available to PwA along with their relationships.
We also inquired about any preferences for specific types of games.
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Based on our findings, the most commonly requested settings for games were either a small
group (2-6) of people with varying levels of aphasia or one person with aphasia playing with a
caregiver (spouse, close friend, etc). Games for multiple aphasia participants lend themselves more
to remote play, while games with a caregiver skew in-person, which is why we decided to pursue
hybrid digital-analog games. We asked our designers to make games that would work well for one
or both settings.

PwA are a drastically underserved patient population with significant unmet rehabilitation and
psychosocial support needs, especially in the chronic phase of recovery. Therefore, setting access
constraints as design stipulation from the start helped ensure that our games would be helpful to
the broadest range of PwA as possible.

5 FINDINGS FROM ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF GAME-SPECIFIC CO-DESIGN
METHODS

Over a six month period of active collaboration, we produced three game prototypes through
a co-design methodology which incorporated input from aphasia community members, speech
language pathologists, and professional game designers. These games were developed according to
our game design principles and revised with multiple rounds of iteration, feedback and playtesting.
Our games include:

• Audition, a memory and improv game focused on speech production for 2-4 players.
• The Minister’s Cat, a story-telling game using repeated carrier phrases and player-generated
nouns for 2-6 players.

• Do You See What I See, a question and answer game using compensatory communication
skills for 4-16 players.

We include games as an important piece of evidence in support of our co-design methodology,
demonstrating that it can produce artifacts that meet core design needs—genuine games, that
embody rehab principles, and that meet the needs of PwA. To address the first two needs, detailed
descriptions of these games are provided in the appendix along with a breakdown of how each
design instantiated our core design principles. To address the third, we note that these games are
already being used independently by PwA. Adoption "in the wild" is a strong piece of evidence
that they meet player needs. However, we note that there is also an important role for longitudinal
game evaluation as part of a future study, especially regarding their therapeutic efficacy (see Future
Work).

Evolving our co-design methods for game development was an iterative process augmented
through structured reflection and participant observations. All participatory workshops were
recorded and transcribed. We solicited co-design methods feedback during every workshop from
all participants. We also gathered feedback from all parties at a mid-point reflection meeting. This
feedback was synthesized and prioritized based on frequency among respondents and the severity
of the barrier on participation. This data was then used to iterate on joint game design activities in
subsequent workshops.

At the conclusion of our co-design process, we provided all parties with an opportunity to reflect
on their experience as designers [56]. Reflections were conducted both as a group and individually
with participants. This produced 11 separate feedback samples from each of the stakeholders on
our co-design team: 4 members from the aphasia community, one speech language pathologist, 3
game designers and 3 game design researchers.

Team members had the option to write or verbally provide responses to a set of questions with
opportunities to expand as necessary. A sample of these questions are provided in Appendix C.
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Fig. 1. Example game materials and visual instructions for The Minister’s Cat. Find more details for all game
prototypes in Appendix A.

This feedback was evaluated, categorized by topic and synthesized. As part of the collection
process, one team member assembled all of the stakeholder responses and then annotated the
document for salient themes. These annotations were broken into thematic categories and a
summary was shared back to all team members for their approval, with revisions and clarifications
made based on feedback. As part of this process, all the stakeholders are co-authors on this work.
We detail our key findings below along with representative data in the form of quotes from

stakeholders. Some of these discoveries led to in-flight evolution of our co-design methods. Others
offered important implications for how to approach a similar co-design effort in the future.

5.1 The heterogeneity of aphasia is key to designing group aphasia games.
Aphasia is a heterogeneous condition that affects people differently across language centers. To
varying degrees, PwA may experience obstacles in speech production, comprehension, writing,
numeracy, information retrieval or other parts of language processing. This vast range of experience
within one condition can make it challenging to focus design choices on a well-defined target
player, without excluding large portions of the aphasia community.

In theory, we knew this going into our co-design and development. The heterogeneity of aphasia
helped inform one of our initial design principles: games should have adaptive difficulty levels. In
practice, we discovered this constraint posed the greatest challenge for the designers on our core
team. “I struggled at times because while I wanted to make a game that would have the largest
possible group of players to pull from, it can be difficult to achieve that as well as specific therapeutic
goals at the same time,” said one of our game designers. This was echoed across other designers’
feedback. We found that it is difficult to craft a game where people with distinct experiences of
aphasia still feel like they are playing the same game.
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One challenge was designing for PwA with heterogeneous language profiles and ability levels to
play together collaboratively. A desire for our games to be widely inclusive meant that designs
were built around flexible rulesets that welcomed asymmetric challenges so players could interact
in ways that felt natural. For example, the game Audition offers two player roles as Actor or Coach,
which has different demands around speech production. All games that we developed make room
for players to engage “on their own terms.” The Minister’s Cat asks players to make sentences based
on card prompts and matching letters, but welcomes utterances of any complexity that fit those
constraints. This approach helped our co-designers with aphasia to feel like they were playing
together as part of the same shared experience.

We also wanted our games to allow different players to maintain appropriate levels of desirable
difficulty while interacting. In addition to the heterogeneous effects arising between players, these
effects also play out within an individual, as someone’s experience of aphasia will change from
their initial diagnosis into the years following. All three of our games offer “challenge modes” or
variations that can be useful for people further along in their recovery, while the base games aim
for radical inclusion. Still, there is a tension in designing a game that welcomes a broad set of
players versus something tailor-made to practice a particular skill for PwA. In the words of one
of our game designers, “in designing for a broader audience, this is always a challenge: the initial
players can become the focus of the design, and the scope of the design narrows accordingly. I am
confident in the process and final design here, but to improve it, we would need to play even more!”

5.2 Cross-training needs for all parties are high.
For collaborative co-design, it was necessary to meet significant cross-training needs for all parties
involved. We originally posited that cross-training was important for the game designers on our
team, as they were the only participants who didn’t have deep prior backgrounds in aphasia. To
accommodate this, we allocated a month-long preparation phase prior to starting development,
where game designers participated in aphasia community discussion groups, watched game sessions
and learned about aphasia fundamentals through lectures and online readings. Game designers were
also given a design brief with high specificity on project goals and existing therapeutic activities
they might consider in their future design choices.

Overall, our designers felt the first month of preparation was crucial for them to gain first-hand
exposure to the basic needs of the aphasia community. Diving into design with a more shallow
onboarding, even with the active involvement of our aphasia stakeholders, would have made
the experience significantly harder and more transactional. “The feedback of [our co-designers
with aphasia] along with the broader group from the on-line game and conversation sessions,
was invaluable,” said one game designer. The participation of PwA was “key to building a solid
foundation, since it meant we didn’t have a chance to start coming up with ideas and running at
full speed with them without having adequate information about lived experience,” said another
game designer. Seeing interactions of PwA outside of co-design activities gave important insight
on the social dynamics of interaction between PwA with a range of language difficulties.
We did not originally plan to educate our speech language pathologist (SLP) and aphasia com-

munity partners about game design, because we believed that their lived experience as game
players would give them sufficient context to provide feedback. However, we discovered that it was
necessary to support non-game designers in learning to give clear feedback about design ideas as
they were in different stages of development. Both needed coaching on when to provide personal
reactions to game prototypes to help clarify potential problems they encountered versus offering
suggestions for possible solutions at the start.
In response, we provided a separate accessible training session for all non-game designers

to provide a simple framework for feedback, which helped future design workshops to go more
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smoothly. In addition to the verbal feedback for game designers, we also provided written guidelines
for revision following each workshop as a way to clearly synthesize the input from the whole
co-design team.

5.3 Design decisions that appear minor may have important consequences for
rehabilitation.

In the course of development, it became clear that small decisions from a design perspective could
have big implications for the ultimate therapeutic success of a particular game. We structured our
co-design team to include a SLP who could actively guide designers in making therapeutically-
motivated choices. SLP input was central in the original design brief and during all workshops
and feedback write-ups. However, we found that even more direct communication was necessary
between SLPs and designers given the impact of many design decisions that may not appear
significant to a non-SLP.

For example, in the Audition game, where a player improvises lines based on card-driven themes
and prompts, the choice of what counts as a “line” has implications for who can play in the Actor
role (e.g., if it’s required to say the specific target word versus expressing it using pantomime). This
choice also changes what skills and abilities are being targeted for improvement (i.e., restoring verbal
expression ability versus training compensatory nonverbal communication skills). To facilitate
direct designer-SLP communication, we added a one-on-one consultation between a SLP and
designer after the original design pitch to discuss the potential outcomes of different decisions from
the perspective of rehabilitation. We found this extra stage of input necessary given the significance
of each design decision on the success of the final product. “Both larger group meetings and smaller
meetings were essential for my design process. . . . the one-on-one meeting with [a SLP] happening
when it did was perfect timing since at that point I already had the beginnings of a prototype but
wasn’t sure how effective it would be as a therapeutic tool. There was enough to work with but
nothing felt set in stone,” said one of our game designers.

5.4 Co-design required domain-specific communication adaptions to make the game
design process accessible.

We employed a variety of general communication adaptations to support our community partners
with aphasia in the virtual co-design process, as outlined in the Co-design Method section. These
were informed by established methods in the aphasia literature, speech language pathology therapy
or aphasia community support groups. However, we found that the specific activities of game
design motivated the use of new adaptations to ensure our aphasia partners could fully participate.

Many of these adaptations were centered on playtesting games at various stages of development
[15]. Because this was a full co-design process, our partners with aphasia were collaborators from
the very earliest moments of design and needed to engage with design ideas that were not fully
set. Two techniques were critical for inclusive co-design at this stage: visual aids and example
turn demonstrations. We used visual aids to demonstrate proposed game materials with example
content to help convey the general theme and structure of the game idea. Sample turns were run
by the game designers themselves to demonstrate the core behavior loop that was being proposed.
“Some of the games were hard to understand. But you showed us what it was like which helped,”
said one community partner with aphasia.
This gave community partners with aphasia multiple ways to understand the intent of an idea

before joining in playtesting themselves. They could then give feedback with a firmer understanding
of the “core” parts of an idea versus what may change during revision. “You asked us to say things
again because you wanted to make sure you understood what we said. You all wanted all three of
us to talk, which was important. You did not disagree with us, you let us talk.”
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5.5 Managing time commitments and fatigue for aphasia partners is a critical part of
game co-design.

Being thoughtful of the cognitive load of game design development was an important part of
inclusive co-design. Scheduling workshops required active management of time and energy to
support our community partners with aphasia. We scheduled workshops for one hour sessions,
with no more than one per day. However, we regularly found it cumbersome to fit in a full design
workshop session into this hour period while still allowing ample time for feedback from our
partners with aphasia. In these cases, we would go over time.

In reflection on the design process overall, some of our co-design partners cited the difficulty to
keep focus and attention through the entire duration of a workshop. “There were days which were
a little long and after about 45 minutes my head started to hurt. But it was no ones fault, it just
meant that I needed to push myself to listen. I am not sure how good I was at listening at the end
of the time.”
In response to this, we evolved the co-design method to allow for asynchronous feedback in

addition to feedbackwithin aworkshop itself. Partners with aphasia would regularly send reflections
after a session via email when they had more energy to express themselves. “I can’t say my opinion
in meeting - not [because of the] team but I can’t say because aphasia and apraxia,” said one
community partner. In addition, for workshops further along in our design process, we scheduled a
separate in-person feedback opportunity between a SLP and partners with aphasia to discuss any
further input about games after sufficient time to reflect on their own.

5.6 Clear responsibilities for games evaluation among co-design partners yields better
feedback. In particular, co-designers with aphasia were best positioned to
evaluate game difficulty levels.

Games went through multiple rounds of feedback and playtesting in order to produce an experience
that met our game design principles. Originally, this feedback was collected in a group setting
during workshops in a flat structure, where participants received the same evaluation prompts. We
also didn’t assign clear "responsibilities" for feedback among different partners, instead encouraging
everyone to contribute to all feedback areas. During a structured reflection, we found that some
areas of feedback weren’t being sufficiently addressed in this format and other areas of evaluation
were best driven by co-design partners with specific expertise.

We addressed this through assigning clear feedback responsibilities in the form of consistent
prompts for different expertise. Each revision of a game would receive feedback from 3 different
parties: our co-designers with aphasia were asked to represent their own needs as PwA and as
community advocates, our SLP was charged with ensuring games were consistent with our design
principles, and game designers could best evaluate the synthesis of design principles into a game
system.
For example, one area where PwA co-designers could uniquely evaluate a design versus other

contributors was on the relative difficulty of game designs as they progressed through different
stages of development. For example, in early iterations of The Minister’s Cat, the game designer
explored layering on more complex rules for what an acceptable sentence should contain (e.g.,
feature a color, be at least 5 words). These sentence level restrictions proved to be too hard to satisfy
for some of our players with aphasia. “Don’t do five words. Just a sentence. One sentence,” said
one of our partners with aphasia. They recommended constraints that allowed for more flexible
sentence complexity. “You have a couple of things like you just said it could be a color. It could be a
number. It could be an animal. So somebody can pick what they wanted to say.”
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The game designer revised with a design iteration that offered a base sentence prompted by
cards (i.e. “The Minister’s cat eats ...”) with a single phonological restriction to match a letter. This
was much more tractable for our co-designers with aphasia. “Well, I feel it was simple. It wasn’t
too hard. I wasn’t nervous.” Optional activities in the revised game still allowed players to stretch
themselves through memory challenges. When asked if it was sufficiently challenging, “Oh yes.
The challenge was for me, was the mem – uh, memory three or four or five of that letter in that
round.” For subsequent playtesting and feedback, we consistently asked PwA to evaluate game
complexity.

Our PwA co-designers were also best situated to evaluate when a particular design was playfully
challenging vs obstructively so. For example, for the game Audition, co-designers with aphasia
found this game very fun from its concept but felt too much pressure in the Actor role during early
playtesting. “It sounded like a lot of fun. But it was complex. It’s just very, very hard for aphasia
groups.” Players wanted more built-in support for speaking as the Actor. “Um, the acting is hard.
three sentences, ooh, it’s killing me.”

One notable design change came in the form of a new player role (the Coach) to explicitly allow
for help and performance feedback as an active interaction during play. The Actor role has a higher
demand for on-the-spot sentence production, so introducing the Coach role allowed people with
more severe forms of aphasia to also play as full participants. “I like this a lot. Um, I think you
could put multiple people together so that if people really struggle. They can have multiple people
helping them.” All design partners with aphasia agreed: “Uh, yeah. So I believe is very good. It’s
challenging but the, the coach, you know, is still, is good.”
As another example, for the game Do You See What I See, the game designer included a set of

elective rule variations as an extension for the base game to allow players to opt into different
difficulty levels. One of these rule extensions involved players covering up parts of their camera to
both hide and reveal different objects during play. This proved to be too difficult for players, given
the demands of technology management, information load, and common co-occurring conditions
with aphasia patients. This variation was discarded in favor of another proposed rule extension,
Double Danger, which is included in our prototype materials.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Designing aphasia games to meet evidence-based therapy objectives using established behavioral
principles is a necessary but insufficient condition for developing therapeutic games for this
population. Any developed games would need to be evaluated via rigorous clinical trials research to
establish them as effective interventions. However, design with core rehabilitation components and
objectives in mind is the first step condition towards developing aphasia games as evidence-based
complex behavioral interventions [16].
Based on our findings, future design efforts in rehabilitative group-based aphasia games must

intentionally address the heterogeneity of the population as a key design constraint. This is a
“thorny design path” given the challenges of representation and variance of experience within
aphasia patients, but it is a necessary consideration for any solution that aims for broad impact.
Successfully designing for heterogeneity would help shared social experiences in two environments
well-positioned for group-based play: aphasia support groups and at-home with family and friends.
In either setting, ensuring that all participants feel like they are participating in the same game
together as equals will maximize the therapeutic and positive psychosocial impact.

In our study, we addressed the challenges from heterogeneity by designing games that included
flexible constraints and varied player roles meant to welcome a wide set of players from different
ability levels. Another approach would be to design games for a more narrowly defined target
audience within the aphasia community that focused on specific skill development. In our co-design
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model, we assembled a diverse group of experts to produce games with broad playability under set
limitations on time and budget for development. Slower, more organic models may be possible,
where games can be driven by existing aphasia community groups with the help of embedded SLPs
and game designers.
Instead of aiming for broad playability, existing groups could work with a SLP to make more

narrowly specified design briefs that target specific skills and constraints for their play group.
A SLP could identify key rehabilitative ingredients that may be directly incorporated in design
once the community knows what therapeutic goals they would like to target together. Engaging a
game designer at this point to focus on creative incorporation of specific behaviors may be more
efficient with less extensive need for cross-training in aphasia rehabilitation. Development seeded
in existing aphasia support groups could provide a natural playtesting audience to experiment and
develop ideas on a longer play scale. In the future, pursuing later stage playtesting with different
groups of people living with aphasia, who were less directly involved in the design process, would
also help make the designs even more broadly useful.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a design method and accompanying principles for developing hybrid digital-
analog games in the recovery of aphasia patients. This effort yielded three sample games made in
direct collaboration with key stakeholders and refined through an iterative design process. We offer
further recommendations for pursuing community-empowered aphasia game design as reflection
from this research. Specifically, future work should design for heterogeneity, provide aphasia and
design cross-training, carefully consider the rehabilitation implications of each design decision,
and fully support the participation needs of community members through communication support
and other accommodations.
Given its prevalence in the population, PwA are underserved by intentional design solutions.

Aphasia is a far-reaching condition that can dramatically impact social life and professional liveli-
hood, but is often overlooked as an invisible disorder. Many PwA report feeling ignored, unseen,
and unheard by the myriad systems and institutions they rely on to be full participants in their own
lives. “You were happy to talk to us and listened to us. Many people do not listen to us, because it
sometimes takes a while for us to talk,” said one of our aphasia community partners.
To help PwA more effectively, more research effort and intentional design should be dedicated

to meeting their needs. The disability rights movement has long advocated for the importance of
including the community in any attempt to address their disabilities (e.g., “Nothing about us without
us” [13]). The design method we have presented here provides a clear roadmap for involving the
aphasia community as co-designers and co-creators of their own game-based solutions. Despite
its added complexity in terms of coordination and community support, we feel the value and
importance of this approach cannot be overstated.
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A GAME EVALUATIONS ACCORDING TO CORE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
In the following section, we provide a step-by-step evaluation of all three delivered game prototypes
according to how they satisfy our core Game Design Principles.

A.1 Game 1: The Minister’s Cat
Premise: A memory and letter game for 2 to 6 players where players tell small stories about a
minister’s cat featuring a word that matches a pre-assigned letter. Each utterance is prompted by
a deck of themed cards that come with a base sentence (e.g., “The Minister’s Cat eats . . . ”, “The
Minister’s Cat wears . . . ”). Players take turns creating sentences in rounds and flesh out the story
of their cats. In the end, they are challenged to recall the details from memory. Other players may
offer help if a player has a hard time remembering or producing content. The Minister’s Cat is an
evolution of a 19th century parlour game.

Fig. 2. Example game materials and visual instructions for The Minister’s Cat.
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Game Design Principle Implementation in the Minister’s Cat (Game 1)

Therapeutic
Foundation

The overarching therapeutic goal of this game is to
improve verbal production and short-term verbal mem-
ory based on the following components:

• Memory constraints
• Effortful word retrieval with cueing based
on sounds (orthography and phonology) con-
strained by topic (semantics).

• Use of repeated carrier phrases pairing verbs
and novel player-generated nouns.

Adaptive to Different
Levels of Difficulty

• Players can make phrases more or less compli-
cated according to their ability level.

• Playing with fewer players lessens the memory
burden and more players makes it more difficult.

• Challenge rounds offer rules for players to re-
member more elements or fit their sentences
into one cohesive story.

Performance Feedback

Offering feedback to help a player is explicitly allowed
in the rules. For example, players are encouraged to:

• Notice when someone makes a mistake and ask
if they want to try again,

• Give a verbal clue in a challenge round - e.g.,
“It’s a tiny fish.”

• Give a non-verbal clue in a challenge round -
e.g., pointing to your sock.

Long-term
Engagement

• Favorable feedback from our playtesters as fun.
• Deck comes with many themed cards to support
repeat play.

• Every playthrough is different based on content.

Common Community
Constraints

• Designed for 2-6 players,
• Playable online or locally
• Only required materials are a custom card deck.

Table 4. Game design principle evaluation for “The Minister’s Cat”
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A.2 Game 2: Audition
Premise: Audition is a memory and improv game. Players take on the roles of an actor auditioning
for a movie and the acting coaches who are trying to help them. The problem is that neither the
actor nor the coaches have memorized the script! The actor has to do their best to improvise a
monologue that includes the key words from the script, while their coaches help them by miming
those words. These words are listed on cards the players draw at the start of each round. After
being read aloud once, they are placed face down and it is up to the players to remember what
words were on them.

Fig. 3. Example game materials and visual instructions for Audition.

Game Design Principle Implementation in Audition (Game 2)

Therapeutic
Foundation

The overarching therapeutic goal of this game is to
improve verbal production and short-term verbal mem-
ory based on the following components:

• Semi-structured effortful word retrieval con-
strained by context

• Short-term memory demands in remembering
“lines”

• Facilitative cueing provided by coaches based
on topic, sound, and gesture
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Adaptive to Different
Levels of Difficulty

• Different player roles of Actor and Coach allow
for different kinds of challenge.

• Players can make the task harder by choosing
cards with more prompts.

• Scene checklists vary in difficulty with difficulty
level noted on each card.

Performance Feedback
• Offering feedback is an assigned role in the game
as the Coach, directly supports cueing of words
for the Actor based on topic or sound.

Long-term
Engagement

• Favorable feedback from our playtesters as fun.
• Deck comes with many themed cards to support
repeat play.

• Improvised content means that each play session
is different.

Common Community
Constraints

• Designed for 2-4 players,
• Playable over video conferencing software or
locally

• Only required materials are a custom card deck.

Table 5. Game design principle evaluation for “Audition”

A.3 Game 3: Do You See What I See
Premise: A video chat game for approximately 4-16 people that combines storytelling, 20 questions
and environment interaction at a distance. In typical play, players join the video chat from one of the
rooms in their home. One player is the Chooser and selects an item in the background of another’s
player’s video chat window. The other players will ask the Chooser simple yes/no questions in
order to try and guess what has been selected. The person whose object was chosen must then tell
everyone something special about it, offering them an opportunity to share something personal
with other players. Variations layer in new rules and increase difficulty (e.g., by introducing an
off-limits “Danger” item, by offering clues around memories related to the object).
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Fig. 4. Example game materials and visual instructions for Do You See What I See.

Game Design Principle Implementation in Do You See What I See? (Game 3)

Therapeutic
Foundation

The overarching therapeutic goals of this game are to
improve verbal production, auditory comprehension,
and foster player connection based on the following
components:

• Short-term and working memory demands
• Repeated question production and comprehen-
sion

• Compensatory communication skills
• Sharing personal stories about objects in their
home

Adaptive to Different
Levels of Difficulty

• Players can interact with the game at their own
level by offering more or less complex questions
or stories.

• Difficulty can also be adjusted by the number
of players and the number of objects in each
player’s background.
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Performance Feedback
• Natural performance feedback comes from play-
ers asking for clarification if questions or re-
sponses are unclear.

Long-term
Engagement

• Favorable feedback from our playtesters as fun.
• Interacting with other players’ physical environ-
ment over video software is fun!

• Every playthrough is different based on back-
ground content, which players can modify or
replace with virtual backgrounds.

Common Community
Constraints

• Designed for 4-16 players,
• Playable over video conferencing software and
an in-person variant

Table 6. Game design principle evaluation for “Do You See What I See”

B SAMPLE QUESTIONS FROM INTERVIEWSWITH PWA FOR GAME DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

We conducted 8 interviews with PwA to inform the game design principles outlined in section
3. These were used alongside an empirical study of the game design and rehabilitation literature
along with input from members of ARC’s private Facebook support group to inform community
play constraints. Below find sample questions from these interviews.

• Please tell us about yourself and when you were diagnosed with aphasia.
• What are some of your current challenges or difficulties?
• How have you adapted to life with aphasia?
• Do you receive ongoing treatment for aphasia? If so, what does it entail?
• Are you a part of any social or community groups?
• If yes: how often do they meet and what kinds of activities do they do?
• If no: do you find other ways of connecting socially? Why or why not?
• Are there any activities you can no longer participate in that you miss?
• What is it like to interact with other PwA? Family members without aphasia? Friends or
other adults without aphasia? Children?

• Do you use any technology? If yes, what do you use and how?
• Do you meet with family / friends in person / online on a regular basis? What do you do
together?

• Are there any specific settings or contexts that are more difficult for you to engage? For
example, large gatherings, small groups, one-on-one interactions.

• What is it like to play games when you have aphasia?
• Do you feel engaged? Challenged? Are you satisfied?
• What ways do you think the experience could be better?
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C SAMPLE QUESTIONS FROM REFLEXIVE EXERCISE WITH CO-DESIGN
STAKEHOLDERS

At the end of game prototype development, we conducted a reflexive exercise with each member
of our co-design team. Below find sample questions from this reflection.

• From your perspective, what worked well about the project as a whole? Why?
• What could be improved about the project as a whole? Why?
• What do you know now that you wish you knew at the start?
• What was something surprising or unexpected about the design process? Why?
• What was something particularly helpful to you during this design process? Why?
• What was something memorable about this project for you?
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